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• Nurturing Talent

• Building Confidence

• Developing Passion

• Assisting Self-Discovery 

• Gaining Life Skills 

• Bridging Cultural Differences

Global Elite Coaching 
Programme Information Pack 

Your path to success!

NEW
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MESSAGE FROM THE CEO

During the last few decades in China, many people’s lives have 
changed for the better. At Mandarin Consulting, we continue to 
improve young people’s lives through helping them to start and 
build their international career and become a future global elite.”

“

Carrie Waley is the global founder of Global Elite 
Coaching for Chinese, also the CEO and founder of 
Mandarin Consulting. She has wide-spread international 
business experience focusing on cross-cultural coaching 
and training industries. Carrie is fully conversant with 
both Chinese and Western cultures and has worked in 
UK, US, Hong Kong and China.
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Carrie’s public positions include being a Freeman 
of the City of London, a Committee Member of the 
Education Committee and a Founding Freeman of the 
Guild of Entrepreneurs. She was a founder committee 
member for the Chinese Business Association of the 
London Chamber of Commerce; a committee member 
of the Hong Kong Association and also the Chairman 
of the Cathay Association for the Development of 
International Business.

ABOUT MANDARIN CONSULTING

Mandarin Consulting is the Global Elite coaching career industry leader, arguably offering the most comprehensive 
and effective cross-cultural career enhancement service for Chinese students, graduates and professionals. Mandarin 
Consulting’s mission is to change people’s lives. 

Our highly experienced Western coaches have helped thousands of ambitious Chinese students and graduates to 
secure positions in top-tier global firms and further supported them as working professionals, towards achieving 
their career goals. Strategically based in the UK, US and China, Mandarin Consulting provides worldwide Global 
Elite coaching, enabling our clients to succeed in the highly competitive, global job market for internships and post-
graduate employment and achieve their aspirations to become global elites.

For more information, please visit us at www.mciworldwide.co.uk

Our Mission is to Change People’s Lives
We enable Chinese students and graduates to launch and progress their international careers effectively. 

We help them enter top-tier global firms, succeed in their careers and become future global elites.  
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Client Benefits
• Enhance your career prospects and launch a successful career as a future 

global elite.

• Understand Western international companies’ recruitment and selection 
processes and thinking.

• Bridge cultural differences to achieve effective communication and 
connection.

• Leverage a Chinese background as a competitive advantage and strength 
to compete in the international job market.

• Experience 1-2-1 coaching by highly experienced Western coaches to 
address learning areas, build your skills and develop techniques to succeed.

• Learn to be at ease and communicate effectively with Westerners.

• Discover and make the most of your personal strengths, talents, interests 
and abilities.

• Strategically plan personal career goals based on skills and interests to 
make the optimal career choices for you.

• Learn to demonstrate passion, motivation, confidence, commercial 
awareness, critical thinking and key competencies throughout the 
recruitment process.

• Get the help and support needed to transition from a student to a working 
professional.

• Benefit from unlimited 1-2-1 interview and Assessment Centre coaching in 
all our career coaching packages.

• Develop more advanced recruitment, professional and business skills, 
including optional entrepreneurial skills coaching, in our flagship Diamond 
Plus package.
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We are
• The Global Elite Coaching industry leader, arguably offering the most 

comprehensive and effective career enhancement service for Chinese students 
and graduates in the world. 

• A company of dedicated and experienced Western professionals with multi-
industry experience, engaged in expert coaching.

• Supported with bilingual Chinese professionals with an in-depth understanding 
of our clients’ needs. 

• Strategically based in the UK, US and China, providing worldwide coaching 
assistance. 

• Proud of our highly successful track record of helping thousands of clients. 

Do you
• Do you want to become a future successful global elite?

• Do you want to work hard to become a future successful global elite?

• Do you want to work hard and work smartly to become a future successful 
global elite?

• Do you realise that cross-cultural understanding is key for a successful 
international career?

• Do you want to gain a deep understanding of the West from the best Western 
professionals?
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OUR GLOBAL ELITE COACHING TEAM

It’s very fulfilling to guide our 
candidates in both uncovering their 
many strengths and in learning how 
to communicate these effectively in 
interviews and applications. Many 
share that they have never thought 
about how much they have to offer 
a leading Western organization. 
Fostering their increased self-
confidence and sharpening their 
career focus make our cross-cultural 
coaching truly rewarding.

Amy-Louise Goldberg
VP - Head Of Coaching & Talent 

Management

I love coaching candidates to build 
their confidence and ability to pass 
and succeed.

One candidate did not know what 
career she wanted and was unhappy 
and demotivated. Within a few 
coaching sessions, she knew exactly 
what she wanted to do and is now 
happily working in her ideal job.

Sarah Olsen
 UK Head of Coaching

”

“

“

”

Our coaches are senior professionals and executives from a wide variety of backgrounds and industries including: 
banking, accounting, FMCG, legal, and investment industries. All have worked in Western international firms using 
English as their first language. 

They are dedicated, highly skilled and knowledgeable about Western business culture and practices, most have 
lived and worked in several countries. Many have long HR careers and know the graduate recruitment processes 
thoroughly from the inside.

VISIT OUR WEBSITE TO VIEW MORE COACHES
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Amy-Louise Goldberg Eric WaleyAbigail Anding Caroline Finlay Flora Moxon

Greg Gaynor Guy Cabeke Mark Mortimer Monica Chetal-Sharma

Yvonne KrzywkowskaTim Pedlar

Iain Hoggarth

Patrick Reid Paul Drew Tess Read

https://www.mciworldwide.co.uk/mandarinconsulting_uk/our-team/
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GLOBAL ELITE COACHING

Every year, thousands of internships and graduate vacancies are offered by international companies worldwide, many 
of which offer work permits for international graduates, including Chinese students and graduates.

The biggest challenge for Chinese applicants is their lack of understanding of the recruitment process adopted by 
international companies and the selection methods and thinking. There is also a deficiency in their knowledge of 
international companies, of the commercial world and a lack of essential insight into professional life internationally. 
Even strong students fail to pass the first stages of the application process.

Our Platinum, Diamond and Diamond Plus Career Coaching packages plus our next level Career Progression 
packages provide essential cross-cultural coaching to enable candidates to reach their potential and become a future 
global elite. 

What will I get from the Global Elite Coaching?
Mandarin Consulting helps graduates and students like you to have a better chance of getting jobs in international 
companies through a structured, tailor-made and one-to-one programme designed specifically for you individually. 
The programme helps you through each part of the application process and is supported by our large team of highly 
experienced, international professionals who have management experience in major companies and a track record of 
successfully helping candidates get these jobs.

Our programmes also help you to develop detailed professional and business knowledge, which will not only form an 
essential part in helping you to get a top internship or job offer but will also be the basis for a successful career as a 
future global elite.

At Mandarin Consulting, we believe:
• The whole aim of coaching in Mandarin Consulting is to close the gap between the potential and actual 

performance of our candidates.

• Through coaching, people are able to find their own solutions, develop strong career and life skills and build 
confidence as they recognise their talent and see themselves succeed.

• Our coaching helps candidates develop their job seeking skills and develop professionally with a correct and 
deeper understanding of professional life, so that they can realise their full potential in the job market.

• You will find strong drive, determination and willingness to learn and succeed, supported by our coaching.
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GLOBAL ELITE COACHING
CAREER COACHING PACKAGES

A fully comprehensive and 
intensive programme of 
coaching to meet company 
recruitment requirements, with 
the option of Entrepreneurial 
Skills or further advanced 
professional coaching and 
skills development

In depth coverage and 
extensive skills practice to 
support recruitment success 
plus the opportunity to enhance 
personal skills and gain the 
business insights needed for 
the recruitment process

Advanced skills building 
for the recruitment process 
and to enhance personal 
performance, including 
performing strongly at 
interview and Assessment 
Centre
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Platinum Package

Advanced skills building for the recruitment process and to enhance personal 
performance, including performing strongly at interview and Assessment Centre

 √ Unlimited Interview and Assessment Centre Coaching 
 √ First Step Coaching 
 √ CV Coaching 
 √ 26 hours of Personal Coaching to include Job 

Application Skills Coaching, Advanced Interview 
and Assessment Centre Coaching and Professional 
Development Coaching

Advanced Interview and Assessment Centre Coaching and Professional Development Coaching

12

 Diamond Plus 
Package 

Diamond 
Package 

Platinum 
Package 

Unlimited Interview and Assessment Centre Coaching ✔ ✔ ✔ 

First Step Coaching ✔ ✔ ✔ 

• First Step Workshop ✔ ✔ ✔ 

• First Step Documents ✔ ✔ ✔ 

CV Coaching ✔ ✔ ✔ 

One-to-one Personal Coaching - Job Application Skills Coaching 50 hours 38 hours 26 hours 

• Coaching Plan ✔ ✔ ✔ 

• Career Planning and Vacancy Research ✔ ✔ ✔ 

• Networking ✔ ✔ ✔ 

• Research ✔ ✔ ✔ 

• Application Forms and Covering Letters ✔ ✔ ✔ 

• On-line Test Skills ✔ ✔ ✔ 

• Interview Questions  ✔ ✔ ✔ 

• Confidence  ✔ ✔ ✔ 

• Other Essential Preparation  ✔ ✔ ✔ 

One-to-one Personal Coaching – Advanced Interview and Assessment 
Centre Coaching ✔ ✔ ✔ 

One-to-one Personal Coaching – Professional Development Coaching ✔ ✔ ✔ 

• Demonstrating Fit with Company Values ✔ ✔ ✔ 

• Communicating Effectively ✔ ✔ ✔ 

• Being a Strong Team Player ✔ ✔ ✔ 

• Developing Leadership and Management Skills and Potential  ✔ ✔ ✔ 

• Being Sensitive to Different Cultures and Viewpoints ✔ ✔ ✔ 

• Having a Questioning Attitude and Intellectual Curiosity  ✔ ✔ ✔ 

• Enhancing Entrepreneurial Spirit and Skills  ✔ ✔ ✔ 

• Demonstrating Work-life Balance  ✔ ✔ ✔ 

• Demonstrating Resilience ✔ ✔ ✔ 

• Developing Strong Time Management Skills  ✔ ✔ ✔ 

One-to-one Personal Coaching – Professional Insight Coaching ✔ ✔  

• Understanding Western Organisational Structures  ✔ ✔  

• Understanding Company Vision and Strategy  ✔ ✔  

• Enhancing Job Specific Knowledge  ✔ ✔  

• Understanding Performance Development  ✔ ✔  

• Understanding Corporate Social Responsibility ✔ ✔  

• Developing Technical Skills  ✔ ✔  

• Developing Good Business Etiquette  ✔ ✔  

• Increasing Your Presence and Impact  ✔ ✔  

• Building Your Profile  ✔ ✔  

• Finding Solutions  ✔ ✔  

One-to-one Personal Coaching – Option of Entrepreneurial Skills or 
Further Advanced Professional Coaching and Skills Development  
 

Entrepreneurial Skills Coaching consists of 3 parts 
✔   

• Plan - Preparing for a successful business launch ✔   

• Build – Starting a business in practice ✔   

• Operate - Managing and growing a business successfully ✔   

 
   

 Diamond Plus 
Package 

Diamond 
Package 

Platinum 
Package 

Unlimited Interview and Assessment Centre Coaching ✔ ✔ ✔ 

First Step Coaching ✔ ✔ ✔ 

• First Step Workshop ✔ ✔ ✔ 

• First Step Documents ✔ ✔ ✔ 

CV Coaching ✔ ✔ ✔ 

One-to-one Personal Coaching - Job Application Skills Coaching 50 hours 38 hours 26 hours 

• Coaching Plan ✔ ✔ ✔ 

• Career Planning and Vacancy Research ✔ ✔ ✔ 

• Networking ✔ ✔ ✔ 

• Research ✔ ✔ ✔ 

• Application Forms and Covering Letters ✔ ✔ ✔ 

• On-line Test Skills ✔ ✔ ✔ 

• Interview Questions  ✔ ✔ ✔ 

• Confidence  ✔ ✔ ✔ 

• Other Essential Preparation  ✔ ✔ ✔ 

One-to-one Personal Coaching – Advanced Interview and Assessment 
Centre Coaching ✔ ✔ ✔ 

One-to-one Personal Coaching – Professional Development Coaching ✔ ✔ ✔ 

• Demonstrating Fit with Company Values ✔ ✔ ✔ 

• Communicating Effectively ✔ ✔ ✔ 

• Being a Strong Team Player ✔ ✔ ✔ 

• Developing Leadership and Management Skills and Potential  ✔ ✔ ✔ 

• Being Sensitive to Different Cultures and Viewpoints ✔ ✔ ✔ 

• Having a Questioning Attitude and Intellectual Curiosity  ✔ ✔ ✔ 

• Enhancing Entrepreneurial Spirit and Skills  ✔ ✔ ✔ 

• Demonstrating Work-life Balance  ✔ ✔ ✔ 

• Demonstrating Resilience ✔ ✔ ✔ 

• Developing Strong Time Management Skills  ✔ ✔ ✔ 

One-to-one Personal Coaching – Professional Insight Coaching ✔ ✔  

• Understanding Western Organisational Structures  ✔ ✔  

• Understanding Company Vision and Strategy  ✔ ✔  

• Enhancing Job Specific Knowledge  ✔ ✔  

• Understanding Performance Development  ✔ ✔  

• Understanding Corporate Social Responsibility ✔ ✔  

• Developing Technical Skills  ✔ ✔  

• Developing Good Business Etiquette  ✔ ✔  

• Increasing Your Presence and Impact  ✔ ✔  

• Building Your Profile  ✔ ✔  

• Finding Solutions  ✔ ✔  

One-to-one Personal Coaching – Optional Entrepreneurial Skills 
Coaching 
Entrepreneurial Skills Coaching consists of 3 parts 

✔   

• Plan - Preparing for a successful business launch ✔   

• Build – Starting a business in practice ✔   

• Operate - Managing and growing a business successfully ✔   
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Judgement Tests to final interviews. Handling recruitment 
tests in line with company values including how to deal with 
clients, multiple deadlines or underperforming colleagues 

2) Communicating effectively – Learning skills such as 
how to present effectively, write email communications 
professionally and communicate business topics clearly to 
boost candidates’ skills. Advanced verbal communication 
skills such as persuasion and tact, being a good listener, 
showing empathy and inclusiveness

3) Being a strong team player – Understanding the Western 
view of teamwork, the importance of helping others 
and being seen as someone who is easy to work with as 
behaviours that companies look for in candidates

4) Developing leadership and management skills and potential 
– Understanding the theory and practice of leadership, 
identifying candidates’ leadership potential and experience 
and demonstrating this clearly in the recruitment process

5) Being sensitive to different cultures and viewpoints – 
Demonstrating adaptability to different ideas and the ability 
to embrace diverse backgrounds in the recruitment process. 
Understanding why companies seek employees who 
appreciate different viewpoints 

6) Having a questioning attitude and intellectual curiosity – 
Developing and demonstrating free thinking, giving valid 
opinions, showing initiative and individuality and looking for 
improvements and innovation to make a positive impact in 
the recruitment process

7) Enhancing entrepreneurial spirit and skills – Understanding 
why companies want employees with entrepreneurial 
skills to contribute to corporate success. Knowing how to 
develop and demonstrate these skills and behaviours in the 
recruitment process

8) Demonstrating work-life balance – Employers look for 
candidates who are well-rounded individuals with broad 
experience. Learning how to demonstrate relevant 
experience and skills that companies value beyond 
academic study and work experience

9) Demonstrating resilience – Candidates need to learn how 
to build resilience, focus and determination to progress 
smoothly through the recruitment process and demonstrate 
to recruiters that they are up to the challenges of working 
life 

10) Developing strong time management skills – How to 
manage applications and study simultaneously, as 
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• On-line test skills – Coaching for on-line tests

• Interview questions – Building skills to answer motivation, 
competency, strength-based, commercial awareness and 
other questions to a high standard

• Confidence - Coaching to help candidates understand their 
existing strengths to give them the confidence to succeed

• Other essential preparation – Coaching may also cover  
written and spoken English language skills plus other areas 
if needed

One-to-one Personal Coaching – Advanced Interview and 
Assessment Centre Coaching 

• There is also scope for further coaching as needed to pass 
initial recruitment steps, including detailed feedback on 
open questions and covering letters plus coaching to pass 
job simulation tests

• Coaching and preparation to develop essential skills for 
performing well in interviews and Assessment Centres with 
individual feedback on candidates’ performance and how to 
strengthen this

• Improved commercial awareness and the ability to give 
clear, accurate opinions and analysis of current affairs in 
areas such as the economy and business

• Further skills development in written and verbal Assessment 
Centre tasks such as Group Exercises, Presentations and 
written Case Study Reports

One-to-one Personal Coaching – Professional Development 
Coaching 

Professional Development Coaching gives insights into what 
companies are looking for in candidates and allows candidates 
to develop the skills and abilities that companies require

1) Demonstrating fit with company values – Understanding 
and showing a strong fit with Western values as an essential 
part of success in the recruitment process, from Situational 

Unlimited Interview and Assessment Centre coaching by a 
team of highly skilled coaches

• One-to-one Interview and Assessment Centre Coaching to 
provide thorough and detailed preparation and practice for 
upcoming interviews and Assessment Centres

First Step Coaching

• A live welcome webinar with an experienced coach giving 
insights into what global companies look for and how to get 
the most out of your programme

• Detailed First Steps guidance documents and self-study 
material. These include the First Steps Workbook and First 
Steps Video, which cover key areas such as opportunities 
in international companies, application questions, CVs and 
covering letters

CV Coaching

• A one-to-one CV revision session with an experienced CV 
coach

One-to-one Personal Coaching – Job Application Skills 
Coaching

• Coaching Plan – All candidates receive their own individual 
Personal Development Plan

• Career Planning and Vacancy Research – Discussing 
candidates’ career preferences and options. Further 
guidance and company lists are then sent to our candidates

• Networking – Discussing how and where to build networks 
and connections which can contribute directly to success in 
the recruitment process

• Research – How and what to research for interviews and 
Assessment Centres

• Application Forms and Covering Letters – Guidance and 
practice in producing strong answers to increase the 
chances of passing this critical step

14
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In depth coverage and extensive skills practice to support recruitment success plus the opportunity 
to enhance personal skills and gain the business insights needed for the recruitment process

Diamond Package

Platinum + Professional Insight Coaching 

 √ Unlimited Interview and Assessment Centre Coaching 
 √ First Step Coaching 
 √ CV Coaching 
 √ 38 hours of Personal Coaching to include Job 

Application Skills Coaching, Advanced Interview 
and Assessment Centre Coaching, Professional 
Development Coaching and Professional Insight 
Coaching 

Platinum + Professional Insight Coaching 

One-to-one Personal Coaching – Professional Insight Coaching 

Professional Insight Coaching allows candidates to understand the business world they wish to enter and the skills they 
need to do so successfully. It allows candidates to perform better throughout the recruitment process because they have the 
appropriate background understanding and knowledge in place.
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1) Understanding Western organisation structures – 
Knowledge needed for commercial and business related 
questions and exercises in the recruitment process. 
Understanding how different business structures are 
used to meet different business needs, the differences 
between country-based organisations, functional and 
matrix organisations, differences between partnerships, 
corporations, large private global firms and public 
companies.  Candidates will also understand key company 
functions and how they interact, including HR, Finance, 
Sales, Marketing, Production and Research

2) Understanding company vision and strategy – 
Understanding the difference between vision, strategy, 
goals and targets and how company values fit with these. 
Understanding a company’s strategic objectives and how 
the business plan helps the company deliver this. Standing 
back to understand what is important within organisations 
and sectors where candidates plan to work as fundamental 
background knowledge for the recruitment process

3) Enhancing job specific knowledge – Developing a clear 
understanding of a role, likely career progression and 
relevant qualifications and therefore demonstrating accurate 
knowledge and a commitment to this career and industry. 
Showing recruiters how candidates have developed a clear 
understanding and have a very strong motivation to pursue 
this career

4) Understanding performance development – Understanding 
how companies assess personal performance, set targets 
and review performance to give insight into the criteria 
companies use when recruiting and how companies 
develop staff. Demonstrating the ability to learn actively, 
develop personal performance, take on feedback and 
change 

5) Understanding Corporate Social Responsibility (CSR) and 
social aspects of business – How to demonstrate wider 
social engagement in the recruitment process as an integral 

part of working life in the West. Understanding why 
companies value these behaviours and how CSR relates to 
the company’s mission.  How to demonstrate experiences 
companies look for beyond academic and internship 
experiences

6) Developing technical skills – Understanding how to 
interpret financial or written information such as budgets, 
business forecasts or plans.  Learning how to write a report 
to meet recruitment standards and deal with the more 
technical aspects of Assessment Centres 

7) Developing good business etiquette – Understanding how 
to behave in many situations from Assessment Centres and 
networking events to eating and drinking with potential 
new colleagues and recruiters. Learning how to start formal 
and informal conversations, appropriate topics to discuss in 
a professional environment, how to change the subject or 
leave the conversation, how to follow up with a new contact 
and make a positive impression

8) Increasing your presence and impact – Understanding how 
to portray a positive image in terms of attitude, appearance 
and behaviour to make an impact in interviews and 
Assessment Centres. How to be confident, fully prepared, 
organised, on time and successful

9) Building your profile – Candidates should be seen as highly 
suited to their chosen field of work and showcase skills, 
strengths and experiences valued by employers. How to 
take opportunities, add experiences in new and different 
areas and build a strong profile to make a significant impact 
on recruiters and increase the chances of obtaining a job 
offer

10) Finding solutions – Addressing any further issues and 
challenges you face in securing a role, for example if 
you lack confidence or are unsure what to do next. Your 
coach can help and support you through situations to find 
workable and appropriate solutions

16
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A fully comprehensive and intensive programme of coaching to meet company recruitment 
requirements, with the option of Entrepreneurial Skills or further advanced professional 
coaching and skills development

Diamond Plus Package

Diamond + Entrepreneurial Skills Coaching

 √ Unlimited Interview and Assessment Centre Coaching 
 √ First Step Coaching 
 √ CV Coaching 
 √ 50 hours of Personal Coaching to include 38 hours 

of Career Coaching (Job Application Skills Coaching, 
Advanced Interview and Assessment Centre 
Coaching, Professional Development Coaching and 
Professional Insight Coaching) and 12 hours of optional 
Entrepreneurial Skills Coaching

Diamond + Entrepreneurial Skills Coaching 

One-to-one Personal Coaching – Optional Entrepreneurial Skills Coaching

Entrepreneurial Skills Coaching helps candidates to develop a basic understanding of the knowledge and skills needed to build a 
business.  With the guidance of our professional coaches who have extensive knowledge of how businesses work, our candidates 
can develop these basic skills in order to start their own future business.

The coach will ask questions and discuss ideas, concerns and plans with the candidate.  By the end of the programme, candidates 
will feel better equipped and prepared to take on the exciting challenge of creating a new business.

Entrepreneurial Skills Coaching consists of 3 parts, each of which can be coached by a different coach. The following topics are 
guidelines only; Personal Coaches will tailor the topics to the needs of the candidate.

1) Plan – Preparing for a successful business launch    

• Generating ideas – Gaining an understanding of how 
ideas are developed 

• Researching the market – Learning how market research 
is done for new businesses 

• Drawing up a strategy, business plans and budgets – 
Understanding these essential tools for starting a new 
business

• Sourcing funding and finance – Exploring where to find 
possible sources of finance and choosing between them

• Staffing – Understanding what is important in building a 
staff team

• Networking and learning business and social etiquette 
– Discussing skills to connect widely with others and 
improve the chances of success

• Deciding on business location and premises – Exploring 
where to locate a business

• Understanding legal requirements – Reviewing the need 
to comply with local regulations and laws 

• Seeking professional help – Developing an 
understanding of how to use lawyers, accountants and 
bankers

• Building resilience – Developing the mind set, 
confidence and determination to deal with setbacks 
along the way
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2) Build – Starting a business in practice    

• Designing a product or service – Thinking about getting 
the product developed 

• Manufacturing a product or preparing to deliver a 
service – Discussing preparation for launch and gearing 
up to meet demand

• Testing the product or service – Exploring how to make 
sure the product or service is well received by the 
customer 

• Setting up sales and distribution channels – Exploring 
how to get a product or service to the customer 
efficiently

• Recruiting staff and building a skilled team  – 
Understanding how to set up functions like HR, Finance, 
Marketing, IT, Legal and Operations  

• Finalising budgets, costs and revenues – Discussing the 
importance of keeping a close eye on the finances 

• Marketing the launch and planning future campaigns 
– Learning about getting a business off the ground by 
generating awareness and demand

• Building an on-line presence – Discussing taking a 
business on-line to raise business profile and generate 
sales

18
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3) Operate – Managing and growing a business successfully  

• Manufacturing or delivering a service – Exploring how to produce an end product or service to time, cost and quality

• Managing the supply chain – Thinking about how a product or service reaches customers

• Marketing and selling – Exploring how to generate on-going interest and turn this into paying customers

• Managing customer relationships – Exploring how to develop strong customer relationships

• Developing leadership skills – Looking at developing the candidate’s skills as a business leader 

• Training and developing staff – Exploring how to ensure skills such as teamwork, communication and project management 
are in place in a business 

• On-going planning and budgeting – Understanding how to carry out on-going planning and monitoring of performance 
and take appropriate actions

• Managing business expansion – Exploring how to expand by adding new markets, products or services

TESTIMONIALS FROM CANDIDATES

After graduation, I started my other journey as a job seeker. Like most graduates, I also felt 
helpless on the direction for both life and career. I like one quote: If opportunity doesn’t 
knock, then build a door. Mandarin consulting is such door. I appreciate the experience and 
coaching session at MC, which rebuilt my self-confidence and made me fully prepared for 
each interview and challenge. 

The most important thing is I found what is my internal motivation and where I want to go. 
You’ll never please everyone and every employer, but you only need to please a few people 
to get an offer. I did it and I do believe you will make it as well.

I decided to start my career abroad in the very beginning of my master. However, the 
strict timescale, as well as stress from study, made me panic for over half a year. When 
I received over 400 rejection letters, I met Mandarin Consulting. I have to say, my 
coach indeed changed my life. 

Not only the seeking-job abilities but also the integrity, passionate and professional 
attitude towards her job, and everything she loves inspired me a lot. Ten thousand  
biggest thanks for Mandarin Consulting!!!

“

“
”

”
Mandarin Consulting has helped me a lot because the coaches are very 
professional. Some of them have been working in the finance industry for many 
years and they have experience of how they expect the candidates to apply for a 
job in the UK.

“
”

You might get lost, you might not know how to get 
started, you might not be confident, but Mandarin 
Consulting is really good at helping the students to 
build up their confidence and also to help them to 
gain the skills necessary to deal with interviews and 
online tests and everything.

“

”
19

VISIT OUR WEBSITE TO VIEW MORE TESTIMONIALS

Ben, Barclays

Yunbo, Cult Wine

Yudi, Jaguar Land Rover

Lan, Accenture
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https://www.mciworldwide.co.uk/story_category/testimonials/
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About Our Career Progression Packages

Achieving your career goals and ambitions brings you a huge sense of accomplishment and success. It is a further 
step towards becoming a global elite, a future leader. The road to achieving your potential also brings many 
demands and challenges. 

Mandarin Consulting’s Career Progression Coaching provides the ideal support and expertise for you to achieve 
your career and personal goals. Mandarin Consulting has a team of highly skilled global elite coaches who are 
experienced professionals with successful global careers. They will coach you to achieve your goals and ambitions 
and realise your potential.

GLOBAL ELITE COACHING
CAREER PROGRESSION PACKAGES

A programme of cross-cultural executive coaching delivered by expert Western coaches. This package 
supports ambitious professionals to achieve inspiring career goals.

Executive Coaching for Career Success as a Global Elite 

      * In addition coaches’ preparation time 15 hours
    ** In addition coaches’ preparation time 10 hours

*** In addition coaches’ preparation time 5 hours

21 22

Coaching Hours: 60 hours* Coaching Hours: 40 hours** Coaching Hours: 20 hours***
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Our Career Progression Coaching Offers to You

Our coaching supports anyone who is already working and interested in how to progress and succeed in an 
international company based on Western values and become a global elite. Our coaching will be tailored specifically 
to your needs. It will cover the kinds of issues you are facing and how to overcome them successfully. It will include 
how to perform well in your role and move to the next role, make the most of your potential and stand out. It will 
build your ability to operate successfully in an international company. It will answer your questions and deal with any   
uncertainties, allowing you to remain confident and achieve success. Your coach will work with you to make the most 
of opportunities and support you to put in place a plan of the best actions to progress and succeed.

Client Benefits

• Progress quickly, be outstanding and make the most of your potential

• Improve your performance by dealing competently with day to day issues

• Enhance your ability to cope with pressure and manage your time

• Understand and demonstrate company values and performance criteria 

• Build strong working relationships, network and socialise effectively

• Develop confidence, strong presence and impact

• Demonstrate initiative and leadership skills

• Appreciate and embed Western values

• Plan your next career steps and receive the necessary support to succeed

For more information about our Global Elite Career Progression packages, please visit us at www.mciworldwide.co.uk

• Come and speak to us to get a free career consultation

• We will help you to identify international career opportunities

• Get a realistic assessment of your position in the international job market

• Decide which of our programmes is most suitable for you

WHAT TO DO NEXT

Your overseas education has cost a great deal of money. By starting your 
career in an international company you will make your investment really 
worthwhile. You will gain valuable training from the international company, 
become a business professional and use and further improve your English 
language communication skills. With the strong foundation of coaching 
and skills development gained from our uniquely positioned coaching 
team you will be able to launch an international career, realise your 
potential and achieve your dream of becoming a future global elite. 

Therefore, our coaching is essential for any student who has started their 
university education. The fact is the earlier you start, the better! You can 
start from internship applications and build an impressive range of work 
experience before you even graduate.

Mandarin Consulting’s highly experienced and dedicated team is waiting 
to assist you!
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NEWS RELEASES

A collection of press releases to learn more about Mandarin Consulting

Mandarin Consulting Hosts Another Inspirational Panel 
Discussion with the University of Manchester – How to 
Develop Yourself as a Global Elite

Mandarin Consulting Launches Innovative Leadership 
Programme to Empower Employees

Exclusive Mandarin Consulting & EY Careers Insight 
Evening

Successful HSBC China Returns Insight Day for Chinese 
Students

CEO of Mandarin Consulting Admitted as A Founding 
Freeman of The Guild Of Entrepreneurs

CEO Carrie Waley’s Debut on US TV Program

Keynote Address by Premier Li Keqiang at The Mansion 
House

CEO Carrie Waley Interviewed for BBC World

UK website: http://www.mciworldwide.co.uk

Sina Weibo: @MandarinConsulting_UK

UK WeChat Page: MandarinConsulting

Zhihu Page: Mandarin Consulting梦达琳

Email: info@mcilcn.com

Tel: +44 (0) 207 376 1037

FOR FURTHER INFORMATION
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